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About This Game

Romance of Rome offers you another chance to visit the legendary Roman Empire. Love and treachery, adventure and jeopardy
await you in this amazing hidden object game. Join Marcus as he travels to Rome in search of the greatest adventure of his life!

As Romance of Rome opens, you learn that imperial relics have been stolen, and the Emperor promises to marry his beautiful
daughter to any person who returns them. Only you can help Marcus find the stolen relics, and win the heart of the Emperor’s

daughter.

Travel to every corner of the ancient city of Rome including the Coliseum, Thermae, the Forum and more. Collect skillfully
hidden items, earn money, win original trophies, and complete challenging quests to gain love and the adoration of Rome’s

citizens.

Find innocence and adventure during the glory days of the Roman Empire
Explore the amazing Coliseum, the fabulous Forum and more
Mingle with citizens and purchase wonderful objects
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Search for the missing imperial relics, and solve clever puzzles
Can you help win the hand of marriage?
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Publisher:
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If you consider yourself a fan of beat 'em ups, you owe it to yourself to give it a try. The game pays homage to the classics of
the genre while still offering some interesting and new wrinkles. Refreshing!. This is a great simulator. It has lots of shells to
work with. The display graphics are great if you have a 2Gb video card or better. The only limitations are as follow: You can't
use artists mp3 as background music then post it to certain social media due to copyright laws and You only have two locations
for launching fireworks. You launch from either bardges or a golf course. If you forget and create a display with an artists music
some social media will remove it and warn you about breaking copyright laws.. Played this when I was a kid.. Too many
clicking.. stupid easy until bonus levels when you actually have to try. jarring change
wouldn't have cared about story except it was so bad that it hurt to read.
just play any other match 3 game really. Really fun game, full of guns, action, ammo and madness. Story is a pretty bland
unfortunatley, not very interesting.

If mindless shooting, killing and bunny hopping is your cup of tea and don't really care for stories much, this is your game!. This
a great single player game with excellent graphics.. I really want to play this game...but the controls don't work. I spent 4 hours
trying to figure out how to make the controls work for keyboard and controller both. but only half the keys would ever actually
respond and do anything.

so i would NOT buy this game sorry to say.
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More like Out There than FTL.

But great game, great dev.

Needed experience for Vive owners.. I picked this game up when it was on sale. At the time I had not purchased VR equipment
and I played it with mouse and keyboard. I really liked it!
I have since purchased an Oculus Rift with touch and I am amazed in how much more fun the game is. When you play with
other players, you feel as if you are the Captain, Helm, Tactical or Engineering. I highly recommend this game, especially for
the VR expierence.

These other yahoo's who are saying it has the replayability of toast, and simpleness of the game have NO CLUE what they are
talking about. This game deserves an overwhelming positive review.. Pros:

-Beautiful Graphics
-Funny engaging gameplay
-A variety of different gamemodes,
-Very simple yet addicting
-Well worth the money

Cons:

-A rather small player base
-No dedicated servers, this ties into what I wrote above because occasionally there are few or no servers to play on because it
relies on players to host games and not everyone has the capability to do so. If there were dedicated servers I wouldn't mind a
small players base.

I highly recommend the game, try the demo and see if you like it, and if you I suggest you buy it! :). White Mirror while
admittedly not the worst game i have ever played it is very far from the best. it doesnt look horrible and the controls are
funtional. crashes were minimal and i only encountered one real glitch. not very scary but the atmosphere is there. the
jumpscares are scarce and far between. the audio scares are pretty well done,the whispering voices the guttural "GET OUT"
were chilling. the dialogue\/plot is broken at best. if you can figure out what the hell is going on in the game let me know pretty
please. the ending was awful i cant even explain just how bad it was, i guess watch my video at the end to see.

*It's short(not short enough though lol).
*the dialogue is indecipherable i assume due to being lost in translation.
*the plot is just a mess i have no idea what was going on from beginning to end.
*the puzzles are not puzzles all you do is memorize the passcodes.
*there are no mirrors in the game even though the game is called White Mirror and mirrors are referenced heavily.
*there isnt enough terror in the game to call it a horror game. there was only one moment when i was generally frightened.
*if you like cheaply made b-movies then this game will tickle your fancy slightly...maybe...hopefully
*the ending was horrible there was no warning just out of nowhere BAM done. i feel more confused after playing than when i
began if that is even possible.

if you are still considering buying this game grab it while its cheap to avoid the bitter taste of disappointment.
here is my gameplay video if you want to watch me play it to the best of my meager ability >>> 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V0wswxMKzh4. It has singleplayer and you can do other cool stuff. 123 Slaughter me
street is very intense, rage induccing and a bit frightening. Top that off with the dark story and you have a very interesting game

Pros
The creature designs with the Follower,Greeter and Waiter are all very nice my personal favorite would be the Greeter
Even though this game is insane with it's rage factor the pacing of the difficulty from floor to floor is still very good
Theres a very dark and cryptic story hidden within this game and like any good mystery it's always fun to dig deeper and see
what you can find
The outro song for whenever you complete a floor is just awesome
While the game mechanics are simple there also pretty addicting
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This game did manage to scare me

Cons
I think this game should have an options menu the controls work well enough but they did take some getting use to if I had the
option I'd tweak the turn around key to maybe s or shift and maybe the flashlight to a click command
Personaly I'd prefer it if I could look left or right whenever I wanted to rather than only at specific parts
I think the ability to turn around after looking either left or right would have helped alot in reducing some unnecessary rage

Overall I'd recommend this game to anyone thats a fan of both rage and horror games personally I think the price is fair enough
but some may disagree with me on that so you could wait for a sale but I don't think that would be necessary. There are precious
few game series that live to see a 4th installment - especially if the genre is "puzzle". It's also difficult to steadily improve
quality as the series goes forward. To have a 4th installment that is massively superior to the (already good) predecessors is
really exceptional - and this is what Quell Zen managed to achieve.
The basic Quell formula is simple. You're guiding a raindrop with momentum - if you push it right, it will travel right until it
hits something (or travel forever if it doesn't hit anything :) Initially, you need to collect pearls to complete levels, but as the
game goes on, there are more types of objectives. Some of the levels are challenging to figure out, but the real challenge is
getting the perfect score (ie. lowest number of moves). If more challenge is wanted, you can look for the hidden jewel on the
level. Some levels also have sublevels, also for additional challenge. And finally, you can try to beat the perfect score - there are
a handful in every quell game where this is possible.
As you see, Quell goes from the relaxing casual to the mid-heavy challenging, depending on how you approach. The simple but
pleasing visual style is unobtrusive, while the gorgeous soundtrack infuses the game with a degree of melancholy. This is where
Quell Zen scores big - combining the ever more refined atmosphere of the first three games with a Japanese theme is a total hit,
when I saw the game, I just wondered how the creators didn't think of this earlier. Ah yeah, and doubling the number of levels
also did the game some good :)

Complete with a simple but heartfully told little story, Quell Zen is one of the most atmospheric puzzle games I've ever played,
with a difficulty level matching my capabilities and attention span well. As the crowning glory of an already excellent series, this
game is certainly recommended.
. Nice game. The music fits inside the game!
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